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Nova Medical Centers Develops New Brand to Position for
Future Expansion
Houston, TX —November 10, 2015—Nova is very pleased to announce that today it is
launching a refreshed brand design building on the company’s 23 year legacy of
effectively treating injured workers and providing cost effective care in order to position
Nova for future national expansion.
Nova Medical Centers continues to adapt and evolve to meet the needs of
employers and payers in the ever-changing area of occupational healthcare. Our
commitment and dedication to our patients, customers and employees has allowed
Nova to become the nation’s largest 100% pure workers’ compensation provider. Our
decision to update our branding reflects Nova’s continuing evolution in the industry and
our drive to remain a preeminent occupational healthcare provider.
Over the years Nova has developed many tools to enable our medical staff to
treat injured workers more effectively and efficiently and return them back to work
healthy and quickly. One of those tools is
, our proprietary patient
management software which has been instrumental in delivering high quality treatment,
maintaining positive outcomes and achieving cost savings that our patients and
customers are so used to receiving. Nova is committed to the continued development
and improvement of all of our treatment tools and services to successfully lead our
future expansion and growth.
To view details about the exciting changes we are making at Nova, we
encourage you to visit our new website at www.n-o-v-a.com. Nova’s new brand design
reaffirms our continued commitment to clinical excellence and stakeholder partnerships
while enabling us to meet future challenges with determination and innovation.
###
About Nova Medical Centers
As the largest pure occupational health provider in the nation, Nova treats on-the-job injuries,
conducts pre-employment services and screens, and offers preventative services such as
vaccinations and flu shots. Nova also connects with employers to maximize employees' health
and get America back to work better and faster.

Nova Medical Centers has expanded its footprint across Texas, Tennessee and Georgia, and
has most recently begun operating in Indiana. Nova treats more than 40,000 work-related
injuries annually across its locations with an average claim closure rate of 14 days. Nova utilizes
cutting edge real-time web-based reporting through its proprietary electronic medical system,
Occuflex, which allows Nova’s clients to remain constantly up-to-date with claim status. Nova
Medical Centers continues to revolutionize occupational healthcare by providing the best
occupational medical services possible.
Nova Medical Centers' dedication to its patients and recognized industry success by employers
and insurance carriers has ignited the company’s expansion. Nova strives to be accessible from
coast-to-coast by 2023. For a full listing of Nova Medical Centers’ locations, please visit n-o-va.com.

	
  

